From the physical point of view the anomalous behaviour of elastic properties near the phase transitions in various materials is interesting and has been widely studied [l, 21. In ferroelectric crystals the character of elastic anomalies in ultrasonic frequency range 10 -100 MHz is strongly depended on the order parameter (polarisation) relaxation time [3] . The polarisation relaxation approach can be used to explain frequency dependent elastic anomalies in ferroelectrics with incommensurate phases below the lock-in transition point Tc. But below the phase transition from normal to incommensurate phase Ti all the acoustic anomalies arise due to the coupling between ultrasonic wave and the so called amplitudon and phason branches of the soft mode. Just below Ti the amplitudon mode is most important. The increase of the amplitudon relaxation time must manifest itself in temperature and frequency dependent anomalies of the elastic properties. The amplitudon relaxation time can be different for various materials. As in the case of ferroelectric materials [3], this will lead to the different ultrasonic behaviour. If the relaxation time is relatively short the velocity dispersion must appear in a very narrow temperature region close to Ti , which is d i c u l t to resolve experimentally. Contrary, if the relaxation time is long, the velocity dispersion can be easily observed at ultrasonic frequencies.
These two cases of anomalous ultrasonic behaviour are described in this contribution. For betaine calcium chloride dihydrate (BCCD) single crystals the velocity dispersion in the frequency range 10 -90
MHz is negligible at Ti=164 K. In ammonium hydroselenate (AHSe) a pronounced velocity dispersion near Ti = 260.6 K is observed, showing that the amplitudon relaxation time is long enough in this crystal.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The ultrasonic velocity and attenuation measurements were performed using the pulse echo method and detection of longitudinal and shear ultrasonic waves, LiNb4 transducers of corresponding cuts, vibrating on the main 10 MHz fiequency and on harmonics were used. The crystalline samples were prepared so, that both parallel polished faces were perpendicular to the desired crystallographic axis. Silicon oil and silicon grease were used as acoustic bonds for longitudinal and shear waves respectively. The temperature was stabiised and measured to within 0.02 K accuracy. The estimated ultrasonic velocity and attenuation resolution was better than 10" and 0.2 dB/cm correspondingly.
RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION
The temperature dependencies of longitudinal ultrasonic velocity v and attenuation a along a,b,c crystallographic directions of orthorhombic symmetry of BCCD were measured in fiequency range 10-90MHz. Large anomalies in v =flT) and a=flT) were observed at the transition fiom normal CN) to incommensurate --, .
-. . At f c 30 MHz the a anomaly was so narrow that it 
where Av is the magnitude of the downward step of ultrasonic velocity at Ti. As it was mentioned above, we could not detect any velocity dispersion, therefore the condition oz<l must be valid at temperatures close to Ti. In this case Eq.(l) can be simplified to: a=(~vlj! )w2z. The best fits were obtained using t written in the form s = zoT,/(Ti-T) for 50 and 70 MHz fiequencies. The result zo=(1.3kO.l) 10''~ s shows 2100 that the relaxation time of the order parameter Q (which is amplitudon in IC phase near Ti 161) is small.
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The point group of symmetry ~2 , '~ does not allow
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coupling of shear ultrasonic wave with amplitudon in . BCCD crystals. Really, for shear waves there is no E sofiening of ultrasonic velocity near Ti=164 K Emz (Fig.2) .In this case below Ti the contribution Av = -~l < @ ( ' was observed, similarly as in the other
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-materials with incommensurate phase transitions [7, 81. Therefore, ftom the temperature dependence of shear ultrasonic velocity the critical exponent for NMR measurements of p in BCCD crystals [lo] .
.. coincides with dielectric measurements [12] .
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More detail analysis and discussion of these elsewhere. The incommensurate phase in AHSe crystals covers the temperature range 250-261 K [13] .
From the measurements of the longitudinal ultrasonic velocity along the b axis two minima corresponding to these temperatures could be resolved ( Fig.4) . The minimum of v =AT) at T, = 250.2 K is attributed to the phase transition to the ferroelectric phase. The anomaly at T, was dependent on the sample history; e.g., when the following temperature runs through T, were domain state in the ferroelectric phase [5] . The measurements of frequency dependencies of elastic behaviour in the IC phase were reproducible as long the temperature was not lowered below T,. Near the transition fiom N to IC phase at Ti = 260.6 K the ultrasonic velocity dispersion has been observed (Fig.5a ). The ultrasonic attenuation maxima (Fig.5b ) 
CONCLUSIONS
The temperature and frequency dependencies of the ultrasonic velocities and attenuation coefficients have been studied in the vicinity of the incommensurate phase transitions of BCCD and AHSe crystals. The major contribution to the longitudinal ultrasonic anomalies is due to the coupling to the amplitudon, whose relaxation time z diverges as the transition temperature Ti is approached with the temperature dependence given by: z = zoTil(T-Ti). The amplitudon relaxation time for AHSe (zo = 5 . 1 . 1~'~ s) and BCCD (zo= 1.3. 10-l3 s) crystals has been calculated from the ultrasound attenuation data. From the temperature dependence of shear ultrasonic wave velocity in IC phase below Ti = 164 K the critical exponent of order parameter (p = 0.345 * 0.005) has been determined for BCCD. The substitution of Cl to Br in BCC1,BrxD crystals with x < 0.24 manifest itself in broadening of elastic anomalies and shifting Ti to lower temperatures with increase of Br contents.
